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WORKSHOP GERMAN
READING SKILLS 

Reading skills are abilities that pertain to a person's
capacity to read, comprehend, interpret and decode
written language and texts. Goethe Institute organizes
regularly reading skills workshops for our German
students. The workshop deals with the technique of
reading aloud as well as the "artistic" aspect of reading
aloud. We are happy that our EBIS German Reading Club
students are very engaged. In November 2021 Dareen
Salama, year 4C, Adham El Miniawy, year 5D and Rakan
Khalifa, year 6A took part at the first workshop. The
second workshop will take place in March 2022 where
Marwa Hafez, year 4C and Mariam Hafez, year 5D will
improve their reading skills. We wish them best of luck!
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PASCH-AWARD
CEREMONY

Thursday 25th Nov 2021 was really a very special day!
EBIS German dep. was invited to the PASCH AWARD
CEREMONY at the Safir Hotel. One of the special guests
was the advisor of the Minister of Education. EBIS
showed an amazing result: Five teachers were honored
for their strong connection to Goethe Institute, for their
efforts in education and their hard work in PASCH.
Congratulations to Abier Said, Aya Helmi, Malak El
Guindi, Carola Mansour and special thanks are going to
the EBIS Music department and Ahmed Ibrahim who is
always involved and very creative in the PASCH choir
project. Furthermore we have to announce that one
teacher of the EBIS Support/SEN department was
honored too: Ms Amira Taha. With the help of PASCH
scholarships she is studying German with such great
energy and excellent results.



ZOOM WITH SCHOOL FROM BERLIN
A2 LANGUAGE EXAM
DRAWING COMPETITION BY RADIJOJO
PASCH CHOIR

PREVIEW FOR NO. 4:

READING CLUB
The German department organizes a weekly
German reading club. Talented students are
invited to read in small groups once a week
during the break. The goal is to show a good
reading technique and to be prepared for the
German Reading Competition at Goethe
Institute in May 2022. Furthermore, we want
to encourage the interest in reading and to
improve the German language understanding.
The groups are divided into the three
language levels A1, A2 and B1. On 24th March
2022  we will organize the EBIS German
Reading Competition to find the ideal
candidate for the Final Competition at Goethe
Institute. We wish them all best of luck!

GARBAGE ART COMPETITION
It was once said that one man’s trash is another man’s treasure.
On the occasion of the 10th anniversary of Cairo Climate Talks
(CCT) our students were invited to liberate their creative selves by
highlighting the importance of environmental issues for their lives
through a Garbage Art Competition. Students (year 7 to 9) explored
this notion by creating an artwork using materials available in their
homes that would otherwise be considered as garbage.
A “Wall of Garbage Art” of all submitted artworks was presented
during the CCT 10th anniversary event in late November at the
German Embassy. Many thanks are going to Karim Hesham, year 7D,
Nour Hashad, year 7D, Rital Saeed, year 7B, Lilly El Basel, year 8B
and Ritaj Lotfy, year 8B for their creative ideas and art pieces.

http://www.cairoclimatetalks.net/

